The majority of respondents were familiar with Hyperledger (those answering familiar, very familiar, or extremely familiar).

Hyperledger and Ethereum are the leading brands in perception with both having greater than 53% very positive and 31% somewhat positive ratings.

26% describe blockchain as “a cryptographic data structure that can be shared between multiple entities”.

Fewer than 3% described the Hyperledger brand or technologies as “cryptocurrency”.

55% of survey respondents are evaluating or implementing blockchain, or have done so already.

43% of blockchain developments or deployments are in financial services, followed by supply chains at 39%.
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Nearly ½ of respondents see blockchain as being associated with regulatory risk.
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39.21K Contributors
1 Million Contributions
123.28K Commits
271 Repositories

Leading challenges with blockchain:
- Lack of maturity (58%)
- Difficulty in adoption & integration (50%)
- Comprehensival complexity (49%)

Nearly 1/5 of respondents are within 1 year of deploying blockchain.
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The leading Hyperledger tools being evaluated include Hyperledger Explorer (30%) and Hyperledger Caliper (21%).
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